
Township of North Kawartha 

Report to Council – Building and Planning Department 

To: Mayor and Council Members 

Date: January 28, 2020 

Author: Travis Toms, Chief Building Official 

Subject: Sewage System Maintenance Program update and Phase 2 

Recommendation:  

Council Receive the report for information and direct staff to have WSP attend Council to do 

a presentation. 

Background: 

The sewage system maintenance program was started in 2014 with the intent to complete a 

visual inspection of all properties. With the exception of a few gated properties that we await 

authorization on, all occupied properties have been attended. This resulted in a total of 3298 

properties being inspected with information still required for approximately 853. As Council is 

aware we are awaiting all sewage system records from Peterborough Public Health. As they 

are all coming by way of electronic copies the building department has budgeted for two 

students in 2020 from mid May to the end of August. The students will be responsible for 

sorting the documents by property and implementing them into filehold.  

Since North Kawartha has taken over the issuing permits under part 8 of the OBC in May 

2014 we have issued a total 336 new permits and completed 146 reviews on existing 

systems. 

Analysis: 

As the Ontario Building Code (OBC) and Building Code Act (BCA) lays out where the 

sewage system maintenance inspection program / re-inspection program is 

mandatory it leaves the Township of North Kawartha as a discretionary area. 

Staff have reviewed the process a number of municipalities under the discretionary 
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program within the province Ontario. All municipalities researched have a fee 

associated with the inspection. The fees range from $150.00 to $325.00. The initial 

phase for North Kawartha was funded through taxation.  

A letter would be sent out to each property advising a mandatory site inspection will 

be taking place. The letter will outline any information that is missing from the initial 

phase as well as note the cost of inspection. The owner will be responsible for locating 

and uncovering the lids. The owner will have the option to schedule an appointment to 

be there for the inspection. This would be strongly recommended as it would give an 

opportunity for the inspector to educate the ratepayer in regards to the operation and 

maintenance of the sewage system. If the owner chooses not to schedule an 

inspection or ignore the request an inspection would be scheduled and the owner 

would be notified. If the lids were not exposed at the time of inspection a second 

inspection would be scheduled at an additional cost. 

It is recommended an inspection take place on all five classes of sewage systems that 

are older than 10 years. Peterborough Public Health records go back as far as 1976 

so there are still a considerable amount of sewage systems that we are unable to 

gather information on. By opening the tanks it would assist in assessing the systems. 

The qualified inspector would complete an inspection including items such as but not 

limited to, evidence of leakage, removal of lids, construction materials, number of 

compartments, condition of inlet and baffles, effluent filter if present, effluent fluid 

level, cover conditions of bed, proximity to water source, proximity of structures and 

capacity calculations. 

In order to proceed with Phase 2 in 2021 staff, provide the following two options for 

Council to consider.  

The first option would involve the building department hiring an additional staff 

member for the purposes of the program. An analysis of costs would be completed to 

ensure all costs are recovered. 
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The second option would involve hiring an outside agency to perform the inspections. 

Staff have completed some research on this by contacting (WSP). WSP also did a 

presentation to FOCA. WSP currently completes inspections for Minden Hills and the 

Township of Algonquin Highlands. They perform the inspections based on a detailed 

inspection checklist at a cost of under $200. 

Once the inspection is completed a report will be filed and provided to the 

property owner. If it is necessary to issue orders they would be issued by the 

building department. 

In order to complete the Sewage System Maintenance Program and protect and 

enhance the environment, it is recommended a second phase be implemented. 

 

 

 

Financial Implications: 

Possible legal fees  

 

Strategic Plan:  

4.0 Protect and Enhance the natural and human environment 

Attachment: 

Septic maintenance program statistics September 2019 

 


